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Alegria Shoe Shop Launches New Spring Lineup

John Van Schaik April 30, 2014

Alegria Shoe Shop launches a new spring line of comfort shoes and sandals with
slip-resistant features for leisure and work functions alike.

(Newswire.net -- April 30, 2014) Alegria shoes have a great reputation with nurses and
those on their feet for much of the day. Alegria Shoe Shop, known for providing great
comfort in stylish choices, is proud to announce the spring and summer 2014 line of
Alegria footwear.

 

The spring line of Alegria Shoe Shop products includes an open design for excellent breathability. Users can enjoy all
the ease of a sandal with the comfort and style of a quality closed shoe design. Classic clogs and many other career
fashion options provide a style for almost any occasion. Alegria shoes are slip-resistant, meeting both ASTM and
SATRA standards even in the open designs.

 

Alegria shoes are designed with comfort in mind as much as a sharp appearance. Because of this, even some of the
open sandal-style designs can accommodate orthotics users may own. Many people are reluctant to wear sandals or
open shoes in the warmer months because they need the support of a solid pair of shoes. This is another way Alegria
Shoe Shop distinguishes its selection from other shoe retailers. To ensure maximum comfort, however, Alegria Shoe
Shop does recommend users try the shoes on with the orthotics first before going out anywhere that requires long
periods of walking or standing.

 

The shoes are built to provide excellent support and comfort as-is, however. The mild rocker bottoms assist in a fluid,
natural walking motion when on the go. This provides proper support for arches and can relieve joint pain and stress
on muscles. The foot bed of the shoes is composed of latex, memory foam, and cork to provide the ideal balance of
support with a custom fit around users’ feet.

 

For more information, contact Eric Johnson at (336) 768-0303 or visit http://alegriashoeshop.com!
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